
Digital Publishing Blueprint, Ed Dale’s newbie friendly 6-week Mag Cast technology platform that claims 

to remove the technical difficulties and guesswork associated with creating and submitting the magazine 

app, cutting the learning curve entirely, has caught the attention of 

http://DigitalPublishingBlueprintReviews.org  ’s Stan Stevenson, prompting an investigative review. 

“Digital Publishing Blueprint is a 7-module in depth training on how to create and publish digital 

magazines for different platforms. It has great features to help you monetize it better,” reports 

Stevenson. “These include digital opportunities, fast and easy content creation mastery , creating and 

setting up your magazine app, creating the first PDF issue of your magazine using user-friendly software 

and design templates for Mac and PC, publishing and submitting your app to Apple, Ed’s sample 

magazine creation strategies and content generation strategies for you to model, and how to go big.” 

The Digital Publishing Blueprint review shows it helps people spot ‘under the radar’ high profit 

opportunities by showing them unique angles in big markets and exposing the smaller, untapped 

markets as well. Users can leverage the names of experts in their niche who happily offer endless 

content for free using this program that shows them how to locate and contact them. This can be used 

to tap into large audiences and fast-track sales from day 1 without any extra work.  

“Digital Publishing Blueprint also teaches you how to optimize your app and get more traffic plus more 

money from it. They tell you exactly what to say to Apple to get it through quickly and about digital 

opportunities, so you find your niche, get published, and signed up,” says Stevenson. “You also learn 

how to go big my conducting webinars and getting more subscribers through product launches. This 6 

week step-by-step training blueprint shows everything you need to know to create a magazine in the 

explosive Apple Newsstand.” 

“Training plus killer software and proven templates make Digital Publishing Blueprint a killer system. The 

program hands you proven marketing strategies to help quickly increase subscribers and profit. You will 

be able to get new customers, leads, and sales that you just wouldn't be able to get using other 

marketing avenues. In the program, you also are taught how to build your influence better and market 

more effectively.  You can literally go from scratch to the Apple newsstands with this program. No 

matter what your current level in business is, the program is great for everyone and for this we highly 

recommend it.” 

Those wishing to purchase Digital Publishing Blueprint, or for more information, click here: 

http://digitalpublishingblueprintreviews.org/go/DPB/ 

To access a comprehensive Digital Publishing Blueprint review, visit 

http://digitalpublishingblueprintreviews.org/digital-publishing-blueprint-review  


